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The expanded model of cultural intelligence and its explanatory power in the context of 

expatriation intention  

 

Short title: Expanded CQS and expatriation intention  

 

 

Abstract: The main objective of this study is to test the explanatory power of the expanded 

cultural intelligence (CQ) scale and its eleven sub-dimensions in predicting expatriation inten-

tion (EI) in comparison to the four primary CQ dimensions. We exemplarily outline the theo-

retical advancement that is possible when focussing on the associations between the CQ sub-

dimensions with EI. Based on samples of business students from Germany, the US, and China 

and using regression analysis and necessary condition analysis, our results indicate that the CQ 

dimensions are relevant determinants of EI, explaining variance over and above established 

determinants. Moreover, the results show that the CQ sub-dimensions explain more variance in 

EI than the four primary dimensions and offer potential to advance theorising in the field. 

 

 

Keywords: Cultural intelligence, CQ, CQS, expanded model of cultural intelligence, E-CQS, 

expatriation intention, necessary condition analysis, NCA 
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1 Introduction 

The majority of researchers refer to cultural intelligence (CQ) as an individual’s capability to 

adapt effectively to, and function effectively in, new cultural contexts (Andresen and Bergdolt, 

2016, Earley and Ang, 2003). While various measures are available to assess CQ (e.g. Alon et 

al., 2016, Thomas et al., 2015), the CQ scale (Ang et al., 2007) is the measure that has been 

used most often in previous empirical studies (Matsumoto and Hwang, 2013). In this scale CQ 

is conceptualized as a multidimensional construct, consisting of four dimensions (i.e. cognitive 

CQ, metacognitive CQ, motivational CQ, and behavioural CQ). Van Dyne et al. (2012) intro-

duced a more fine-grained measure of CQ, the 37-item expanded CQ scale (E-CQS), which 

decomposes the four primary CQ dimensions into eleven sub-dimensions, allowing for a more 

nuanced assessment of CQ. We argue that these more specific facets of CQ are better able to 

explain relevant outcomes and therewith show a higher potential for theory building in the field. 

To exemplify and evaluate the utility of the E-CQS for theorising in a cross-cultural context, 

the present study examines the association between CQ and expatriation intention (EI). 

Expatriates, employees who are sent from their company to live and work in another coun-

try for a period of two or more years (Caligiuri, 2000), are seen as key in managing the inter-

national operations of firms (Collings et al., 2007), which is why understanding EI is so im-

portant (McEvoy and Buller, 2013). EI refers to an individual’s anticipation and subjective 

probability to work as an expatriate in the future (e.g. Engle et al., 2015, Remhof et al., 2013). 

Authors have identified various determinants of EI. In addition to external factors related to the 

country and organizational environment of the EI endeavour (e.g. Bader et al., 2015, Pinto et 

al., 2017), studies have examined the association with personality, international experiences, 

and CQ (e.g. Remhof et al., 2013, Tharenou, 2003, Mol et al., 2009). The collective results of 

prior studies indicate that individuals’ CQ is positively associated with EI (Schlägel et al., 

2017). Previous studies that used the CQ scale and the four CQ dimensions have shown that 

motivational CQ is most strongly associated with EI (Huff, 2013, Engle et al., 2015, Kim and 
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Froese, 2012, Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016). In contrast, there is less support for the association 

of other dimensions of CQ with EI, for instance metacognitive CQ.  

Motivational CQ refers to individuals’ capability to direct attention and energy toward 

learning about and functioning in situations that are characterised by cultural differences (Ang 

and Van Dyne, 2008). While there is a general consensus that motivation is a multidimensional 

construct that (at least) consists of intrinsic and extrinsic aspects (e.g. Cerasoli et al., 2014), in 

previous studies motivational CQ does not take into account this multidimensionality. From a 

theoretical perspective, this gap is important to fill because, in spite of the number of studies 

that have shown a clear positive association between motivational CQ and EI, we still lack a 

deeper understanding of the role that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations play in driving individ-

uals’ intention to work as an expatriate and how these might vary in different cultural contexts 

(see for instance the discussion in Haines et al., 2008). Likewise, metacognitive CQ comprises 

different mental processes, among them planning, awareness and checking which can be as-

sumed to be of different relevance in the formation of intentions. While authors often argue that 

planning is of specific relevance in forming intentions, testing these arguments relied on testing 

the overall association between metacognitive CQ and EI, so far. Collapsing the multidimen-

sional nature of these constructs into a unidimensional construct potentially may hinder a more 

fine-grained exploration of associations and may therewith make theorising less accurate. Fi-

nally, it may lead practitioners in the wrong direction, as associations that are true for the overall 

construct might not necessarily be true for the sub-dimensions. Hence, our first and key contri-

bution is that we advance the existing theoretical understanding of the formation of EI by em-

phasising the role of sub-dimensions of CQ. Doing so, we answer recent calls to deepen theory 

by more closely examining the specific components that constitute individuals’ CQ (Gelfand et 

al., 2008).  
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 Our second contribution is that we examine the predictive validity of the E-CQS and its 

sub-dimensions in predicting EI over and above well-established determinants of EI (i.e. per-

sonality traits, international experience, and language ability), and compare the value of the E-

CQS to the original CQS. We do this with reference to different countries or cultural contexts 

– which can be considered a third contribution. This is relevant for researchers aiming to use 

the E-CQS in their empirical models on EI and finally offers insights into the overall value of 

the scale in contrast to the original CQS and other predictors of EI.   

Based on samples of university business students from Germany, the US, and China, we 

assess the variance explained in EI by the E-CQS and the CQS and compare the structure and 

relevance of CQ (sub-)dimensions across the three countries. For this purpose, we make use of 

regression and necessary condition analyses to understand if the CQ (sub-)dimensions are rel-

evant determinants of EI and if they might also be necessary conditions for EI to be present. 

We show that the E-CQS is of value when it comes to understanding EI as the sub-dimensions 

directly pick-up theoretical arguments implicitly outlined by researchers in previous studies and 

offer more specific and more actionable advice for managers. Our results demonstrate that the 

E-CQS has predictive validity above and beyond not only the CQS but above and beyond well-

established determinants of EI. Finally, we show that the E-CQS can be used in different coun-

try settings and our results demonstrate the relevance to further explore country differences.  

 

2 CQ as a determinant of EI: Literature review, theoretical background, and hypotheses 

2.1 A review of research on the expanded model of CQ  

According to Earley and Ang (2003) CQ comprises four key dimensions: Cognitive CQ, meta-

cognitive CQ, motivational CQ, and behavioural CQ. Along with this conceptualisation, Ang 

and associates (Ang et al., 2006, Ang et al., 2007, Van Dyne et al., 2008) have developed a 

scale comprising a total of 20 items that represent these four dimensions, the CQ-scale (CQS) 

(see Table 1 for an overview of definitions and items). There are several other measurement 
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instruments available to assess CQ (for an overview, see Matsumoto and Hwang, 2013). Most 

closely related to the CQS and extended CQS are the short form measure of CQ (SFCQ; Thomas 

et al., 2015; consisting of: cultural knowledge, cultural metacognition, and cultural skills) and 

the business cultural intelligence (BCIQ; Alon et al., 2016; consisting of: global knowledge, 

motivation, listening and communicative adaption, and cognitive preparation and learning be-

haviour). We decided to focus on the CQS and its extension as the scale combine all facets by 

which CQ is defined in the field (Andresen and Bergdolt, 2016, Earley and Ang, 2003) and the 

CQS is the scale used most often in existing studies (Matsumoto and Hwang, 2013).  

- Insert Table 1 here - 

Van Dyne and colleagues (Van Dyne et al., 2012) have recently expanded the scale and 

delineated eleven sub-dimensions (nested in the four primary dimensions) aiming to provide a 

deeper understanding of CQ and allowing for more refined theorising, and testing. For instance, 

they delineate two sub-dimensions of cognitive CQ: (1) Culture-general knowledge of the uni-

versal elements that constitute formal and informal institutional environments (e.g. economics, 

politics, cultural values). (2) Context-specific knowledge about manifestations of cultural uni-

versals in a context and knowledge of how to be effective in this context (such as a country or 

subculture, e.g. the subculture of managers). In a similar fashion, they delineate sub-dimensions 

of the other primary dimensions of CQ: They specify three metacognitive mental processes, 

three sub-dimensions of motivational CQ, and three sub-dimensions of behavioural CQ (Van 

Dyne et al., 2012). Table 1 provides the definitions and sample items for all sub-dimensions.  

Along with this conceptualisation, Van Dyne et al. (2012) offer a set of items to operation-

alise the eleven sub-dimensions. Comparing the E-CQS with the 20-item CQS, we find that it 

supplements or slightly modifies items to measure seven of the sub-dimensions. However, it 

provides a completely new set of items for four sub-dimensions. This new set of items opera-

tionalises context-specific knowledge and relates to the management context. I.e. it refers to the 

knowledge of effective management practices across cultural contexts. Furthermore, the items 
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operationalising planning (metacognitive CQ), extrinsic interest (motivational CQ), and speech 

acts (behavioural CQ) are new (see Table 1). Hence, the additional value of the instrument 

above and beyond the CQS in the context of EI can be assessed best by examining the four sub-

dimensions which have not been included in the CQS.  

- Insert Table 2 here - 

A systematic review of previous research that cites Van Dyne et al. (2012), i.e. the article 

introducing the E-CQS, shows that studies that use the E-CQS for their empirical designs are 

still very scarce (see Table 2). In addition to the study by Van Dyne et al. (2012) who focused 

on testing the psychometric properties of the E-CQS, five other studies included (parts of) the 

E-CQS for testing its association with different cross-cultural outcomes, such as leadership. 

None of the studies has used the E-CQS to test the relation between CQ and EI. Four out of the 

five studies that make use of the E-CQS for their empirical models do not use the findings on 

the sub-dimensions of the scale, but generate interpretations on the level of the four primary 

dimensions or on the level of a specific primary dimension (Philippart, 2014, Rockstuhl et al., 

2015, McComas, 2014, Mor, 2013, Mor et al., 2013). The potential the scale might offer for a 

deeper understanding and more refined theorising is, thus, neglected.  

Grubb (2015) who uses the E-CQS in researching the relationship between CQ and au-

thentic leadership reports correlations for both the E-CQS and the CQS with leadership. He 

reports correlations between -0.07 and 0.18 for six sub-dimensions of the E-CQS with authentic 

leadership, which are lower than the correlations for some of the primary CQ dimensions with 

the leadership outcome. Still, with the design of the study, it is rather hard to understand the 

value that the E-CQS might provide to research and theorising. No study has systematically 

compared the predictive validity of the CQS versus the E-CQS. Given the increasing demands 

on the accuracy and parsimony of measures in international management research (e.g. Richter 

et al., 2016), it would be desirable to understand whether 17 additional items provides a deeper 

understanding of the CQ construct and its relationships with antecedents and outcomes. This 
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also addresses questions on the applicability of the E-CQS in cross-cultural contexts, in terms 

of measurement invariance (to ensure that different country findings that might be generated 

are not a result of differences in measurement, Harzing et al., 2013), as well as evaluating if the 

instrument is able to explain phenomena in other cultural contexts (Tsui et al., 2007).  

 

2.2 A review of prior research on EI and the CQ-EI relationship 

Researchers for more than two decades have examined the determinants of EI (also re-

ferred to as expatriation willingness, and international relocation willingness). Previous studies 

in particular focused on the influence of personality traits (Mol et al., 2009), showing that open-

ness to experience and extraversion are positively related to EI. Recently studies started to ex-

amine the influence of more narrow personality constructs, such as personal initiative (Baluku 

et al., 2018) and sensation seeking (Stoermer et al., 2017), on EI. Other studies (explicitly or by 

the inclusion as control variables) have examined the association between international experi-

ence and EI (Froese and Peltokorpi, 2013, Remhof et al., 2013) as well as between language 

proficiency (i.e. the number of languages an individual speaks) and EI (Engle et al., 2015, 

Froese and Peltokorpi, 2013, Huff, 2013), showing that both are positively associated with a 

higher EI. Finally, several studies explored the relation between CQ and EI. In a systematic 

literature review of studies on the relationship between CQ and EI, we identified nine empirical 

studies on the CQ and EI relationship–none of these used the E-CQS. Table 3 provides a sum-

mary of these studies. 

- Insert Table 3 here - 

Two studies examined the relationship between overall CQ and EI basically providing 

support for a positive association of overall CQ and EI either directly or as a moderator (Isichei, 

2017, Presbitero and Quita, 2017). The remaining seven studies refer to the primary CQ dimen-

sions and either test the associations of all dimensions and EI  (Remhof et al., 2013, Huff, 2013, 

Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016) or only a specific dimension and EI (Kim and Froese, 2012, Engle 
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et al., 2015, Racicot and Ferry, 2016, Yurtkoru et al., 2017). Results provide strong support for 

a positive association of motivational CQ with EI (six out of six studies that tested the associa-

tion of motivational CQ with EI show a positive association). Likewise, the association of cog-

nitive CQ with EI receives rather good support (two out of four studies show a positive associ-

ation). The associations of metacognitive CQ and behavioural CQ with EI find less support 

(each with one out of three studies showing a positive association).  

 Seven of the articles reviewed are more comprehensively grounded in a theoretical frame-

work. Two studies (Yurtkoru et al., 2017, Engle et al., 2015) used Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of 

Planned Behaviour (TPB) that specifically aims at the explanation of individuals’ intentions. 

Engle et al. (2015) applied specific items of the motivational CQ dimension to measure two of 

the three determinants of intention, namely attitude and perceived behavioural control. 

Yurtkoru et al. (2017) expanded the original TPB by adding cognitive CQ as a moderator of the 

antecedents of EI. Other authors (Savickas and Porfeli, 2012, Presbitero and Quita, 2017, 

Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016) referred to the theory of successful intelligence (Sternberg, 1999) 

either individually or in combination with other theoretical frameworks, such as career con-

struction theory. Finally, authors referred to theories of learning (Kolb, 1984, Bandura, 1986) 

in outlining arguments on the antecedents of EI (Racicot and Ferry, 2016, Remhof et al., 2013). 

Hence, only two studies used a theoretical framework that specifically aims at the explanation 

of individuals’ intentions, the TPB.  

While prior research has significantly contributed to a better understanding of the associa-

tion between CQ and EI, the findings and theoretical mechanisms outlined are partly inconclu-

sive and in an early stage of theorising. For instance, while we have learned that motivational 

CQ was positively related to EI, we still lack an in-depth understanding as to the extent intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivational factors are relevant in forming EI and how this understanding could 

best be used by managers (Kanfer, 2012, Ryan and Deci, 2000). Likewise, less support for the 

association between metacognitive CQ and EI does not necessarily mean that this translates 
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into weak associations for all metacognitive sub-dimensions. On the contrary, there might be 

sub-dimensions of metacognitive CQ that can be hypothesised to be more strongly associated 

with EI. The E-CQS and the expanded conceptualisation of CQ allow for such detailed anal-

yses, going beyond the four primary CQ dimensions (Van Dyne et al., 2012). In addition to 

analysing the predictive relevance of the E-CQS against the CQS on EI, we will also demon-

strate whether the E-CQS shows predictive validity over and above established predictors of 

EI, such as personality traits, international experience, and language ability.  

 

2.3 Research hypotheses on the relationship between CQ and EI  

To derive hypotheses on the relationships between CQ (or the E-CQS) and EI, we make use of 

the TPB (Ajzen, 1991) and its three key determinants of intention. The first determinant of the 

TPB is an individual’s attitude towards a behaviour and stems from an evaluation of positive 

and negative aspects related to the behaviour’s expected value (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). In-

dividuals will develop a higher intention to become an expatriate if they come to a positive 

evaluation of the potential benefits (e.g., recognition, further income, satisfaction) versus the 

potential costs (e.g., stress) related to the expatriation endeavour. The second determinant, the 

perceived behavioural control, is the perceived ease an individual attaches to the behaviour or 

the perceived control that a person feels to have over performing the behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). 

We posit that individuals who perceive that they have strong capabilities and skills to perform 

successfully as an expatriate in a different cultural context will have greater perceived behav-

ioural control and a higher EI. Finally, subjective norm is referred to as the perceived (positive) 

opinions of significant others about the behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Accordingly, we 

assume that if individuals believe significant others would value and encourage expatriation, 

and if they are motivated by these others, they will show a higher EI.  

Using the TPB model, we assume that cognitive CQ, metacognitive and behavioural CQ 

will be positively associated with EI as they imply a higher perceived behavioural control of 
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individuals. Moreover, we assume that motivational CQ will be positively associated with EI, 

as it implies a more positive attitude towards the behaviour, a higher perceived behavioural 

control and subjective norm. We furthermore assume that as the (sub-)dimensions of CQ have 

different relevance before, during and after intercultural interactions take place, the strengths 

of their associations with EI might differ accordingly. Cognitive CQ is of specific relevance 

before and during the intercultural interaction, metacognitive CQ in all three phases (planning 

is of specific relevance before, awareness during, and checking after the intercultural interac-

tion). Motivational CQ is of specific relevance before and during the intercultural interaction. 

Behavioural CQ has specific relevance during the intercultural interaction. Following this clas-

sification, we assume that the sub-dimensions that are of specific relevance before the intercul-

tural interaction takes place, i.e. during the phase of forming intentions, have most relevance in 

increasing EI. 

We assume that a high cognitive CQ helps individuals to properly map new situations in 

culturally different countries, and will therefore, reduce their perceived uncertainty about a 

cross-cultural endeavour; individuals might perceive the cultural knowledge as a form of be-

havioural control. We argue that this is true for culture-general knowledge regarding the polit-

ical and economic systems in other cultures, their languages, as well as their norms and values 

(see also Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016). We, moreover, argue that the knowledge of how to be 

effective in a managerial context, is relevant to increasing EI as it implies greater perceived 

behavioural control. Therewith, we hypothesise that the expanded CQ model comprising both 

forms of knowledge will be better able to explain EI as compared to the original CQS.  

The literature suggests a high metacognitive ability can result in the ability to learn new 

behaviours and adapt to change, while also specifically suggesting that expatriates’ metacogni-

tive skills contribute not only to the ability to cope with demands of their jobs but also contribute 

to higher EI (Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016). Some authors more specifically focus on the aspect 

of planning, arguing that understanding the importance of preparation and planning, which is 
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part of the primary metacognitive CQ dimensions, may advance the intention to work abroad 

(Remhof et al. (2013). In accordance with this thinking, we assume that metacognitive CQ will 

be positively associated with the intention to become an expatriate as it implies an increased 

perceived behavioural control. We, moreover, hypothesise that the expanded CQ model will be 

a better predictor of EI as compared to the original scale, as it more specifically relates to the 

process of planning. Planning skills may be engaged prior to intercultural interactions taking 

place, i.e. during the phase of forming intentions (Van Dyne et al., 2012). We assume that this 

mental process of planning is most strongly related to increasing the perceived behavioural 

control of individuals and therewith to increasing EI.  

Motivational CQ is hypothesised to be the most important predictor of EI (see also Remhof 

et al., 2013). Authors argue that individuals with a high motivational CQ are intrinsically mo-

tivated to explore diverse cultural situations and enjoy new experiences (Remhof et al., 2013). 

We follow this argument, and assume that individuals who enjoy living in other cultures and 

interaction with others, will have a greater need and drive to do so,  deriving an intrinsic benefit 

from these cultural experiences resulting in less stress (for the argument on stress, see also Chen 

et al., 2014, Crowne and Engle, 2016, Templer et al., 2006). Therewith, individuals with a high 

intrinsic motivational CQ will come to a more positive attitude towards the endeavour and to a 

higher EI. Engle et al. (2015) formalises this association, by using items related to intrinsic 

motivational CQ from the CQS to measure the attitude towards the behaviour in their empirical 

model. Research on work motivation also supports the idea of a strong relation between intrinsic 

interest (in general) and EI (Haines et al., 2008). Moreover, we assume that individuals who are 

more confident in their ability to interact with culturally different others, i.e. with a higher self-

efficacy, will have a higher EI. Self-efficacy to adjust is a concept strongly related to the per-

ceived behavioural control and is assumed to be a strong determinant of EI (see also Engle et 

al., 2015 who again used items from the motivational dimension of the CQS to operationalise 

perceived behavioural control).  
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Finally, research shows that also extrinsic rewards are of relevance in the formation of EI 

(e.g. Haines et al., 2008) and demonstrates that the importance of extrinsic as compared to 

intrinsic motivators differs considerably in different cultures for diverse work-related outcomes 

(e.g. Hauff et al., 2015). We assume that a high extrinsic motivational CQ is associated with a 

more positive evaluation of the benefits of the endeavour, for instance, in the form of higher 

income and career opportunities. Hence, we assume that it increases EI via a more positive 

attitude towards the behaviour and that it is associated with gaining a reputation benefit among 

relevant others and therewith is associated with a higher EI through a more positive subjective 

norm. Hence, we suggest that motivational CQ is positively associated with EI. Moreover, we 

posit that the expanded CQ concept, comprising extrinsic interest as a new and additional facet, 

will be better able to explain EI as compared to the original scale. 

Finally, behavioural CQ is hypothesised to be positively associated with EI. Behavioural 

CQ becomes most relevant in the actual intercultural interaction and the performance of an 

individual, hence, we assume that it might show less relevance before engaging in intercultural 

interactions, i.e. during the phase of developing intentions. Still, we assume that it contributes 

to the perceived behavioural control of an individual and might therefore contribute to a higher 

intention to work as an expatriate. While the expanded scale comprises another facet of behav-

ioural control, namely speech acts, we assume that this might contribute to a more fine-grained 

interpretation, yet we do not expect it to be a major factor in increasing explanatory power in 

the context of EI.  

From the above arguments, we can only tentatively assume which of the introduced sub-

dimensions might have the strongest association with EI as we borrow arguments from  related 

fields. Therefore, we will refrain from outlining specific hypotheses on the effect of the indi-

vidual sub-dimensions, but comment on their individual contribution in the discussion section 

to advance theorising. Hence, we propose the following two research hypotheses:  
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Hypothesis 1:  The four primary CQ dimensions (cognitive CQ, metacognitive CQ, motiva-

tional CQ, and behavioural CQ) are positively associated with EI. 

Hypothesis 2: The expanded model of CQ is better able to explain EI than the original model 

of CQ.   

 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Sample and data collection 

We tested our hypotheses using data collected among management and economics students at 

the bachelor and master level at universities in Germany, the US, and China by means of a 

paper and pencil survey. We selected these countries as they represent different informal (i.e. 

cultural values) and formal (i.e. laws and regulations) institutional environments, which influ-

ence individuals’ intentions and behaviour. For example, the countries represent three different 

cultural clusters (Ronen and Shenkar, 2013), i.e. Confucian Asia (China), Germanic (Germany), 

and Anglo (US), with different cultural values that, for instance may influence whether an in-

dividual is willing to leave parents, family, and friends behind to accept an expatriate position. 

Student samples are controversially discussed in the literature (Ford, 2016, Peterson and 

Merunka, 2014). However, in the context of the present study they can be considered appropri-

ate as they help to isolate the potential influence of the national context and they allow to ex-

amine the phenomenon under study at the time the respondents actually build these specific 

intentions, i.e. students facing important career decisions (Bello et al., 2009).  

 In all countries, surveys were distributed within university lectures and completed in class, 

ensuring consistency across samples in terms of survey formats and data collection procedure 

(Leung, 2008). Participation was voluntary and answers were treated anonymously. The data 

collection resulted in 850 useable responses (Germany N = 360, US N = 230, and China N = 

260) and Tables  A1-A3 provide descriptive statistics on the country samples.. The average age 

of respondents for the German sample was 22 years (57 percent were female), 21 years (66 
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percent were female) for the US sample, and 25 years (73 percent were females) for the Chinese 

sample.   

 

3.2 Measures  

The measures used in our survey were taken from the literature and the survey was conducted 

in English in the US, in Chinese in China, and in German among the German respondents. We 

followed Brislin (1980) and used a translation-back-translation procedure to translate the Eng-

lish items from the literature into the native languages. Table 4 provides loadings, average var-

iances extracted, Cronbach’s alpha, and the composite reliabilities, which are satisfactory for 

all constructs.  

- Insert Table 4 here - 

Expatriation intention: We used three items taken from previous research (Engle et al., 

2015) to measure EI. An example item is: “To what extent have you considered working in a 

foreign country?” (1 = very little, 6 = very great).  

Cultural intelligence: We utilized the E-CQS involving 37 items all measured on a 7-point-

likert scale from 1= strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. These 37 items operationalise the 

eleven sub-dimensions of CQ introduced by Van Dyne et al. (2012). There are 15 items which 

show an overlap with items from the original CQ scale by Ang and Van Dyne (2008); we pro-

vide examples of items in Table 1 (the full scale is protected by copyright, but can be requested 

at cquery@culturalq.com).  

Cognitive CQ: Culture-general knowledge is measured by five items. Context-specific 

knowledge is measured using five items. The five items measuring culture-general knowledge 

show a strong overlap with the measures operationalising cognitive CQ in the original scale. 

There are, however, no items involved in the original CQS that refer to context-specific 

knowledge.  
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Metacognitive CQ: Answers on three items are collected to measure the (newly operation-

alised) planning sub-dimension Awareness is measured with three items. Finally, checking is 

measured by three items, two of which with strong overlap to the items in the original CQS. 

Motivational CQ: Three items pertained to intrinsic interest and in parts very high overlap 

to the CQS. The survey contained three items for extrinsic interest, which was not operational-

ised in the original CQS. Self-efficacy to adjust also contained three items and has items that 

are almost identical to the ones in the CQS.  

Behavioural CQ: The survey measured verbal behaviour with three. Three items formed 

the highly reliable sub-dimension of non-verbal behaviour with one item in the original CQS 

which closely corresponds to an item of the expanded scale. The final sub-dimension was 

speech acts. Three items measured this sub-dimension. We did not identify any items in the 

original version of the CQS that are comparable to those that assess speech acts. 

In addition to the above evaluations, we have tested the discriminant validity of the sub-

dimensions using the heterotrait-monotrait ratio (HTMT). Along this criterion, constructs show 

issues of discriminant validity, if their HTMT is above .90 and if the 95% bootstrap confidence 

intervals of HTMT values do contain the value 1 (Hair et al., 2017). In all three countries, the 

sub-dimensions of behavioural CQ show issues of discriminant validity. In Germany, it is the 

new sub-dimension speech acts that does not show discriminant validity from nonverbal behav-

ioural CQ. In the US and likewise in China, the HTMT criterion is not met for speech acts and 

nonverbal, but also for verbal and nonverbal behavioural CQ. Furthermore, the behavioural 

sub-dimensions of CQ also do not show discriminant validity against some of the metacognitive 

CQ sub-dimensions (for nonverbal behaviour and speech acts in China, the HTMT criterion is 

not met for awareness and checking; in the US, planning and verbal behavioural CQ do not 

show enough discriminant validity).  

We measured the four primary dimensions of CQ, namely cognitive CQ, metacognitive 

CQ, motivational CQ and behavioural CQ, using a selection of items from the E-CQS that 
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correspond to the original CQS items. Thus, we do not use the original 20 item CQ scale in the 

comparison, which represents a limitation of the present study that we further elaborate on in 

the limitations section. An evaluation of the composite reliabilities of these measurements 

shows that all dimensions show satisfactory reliability for the three countries (see Table 4) and 

all four primary dimensions show discriminant validity along the HTMT criterion.  

Control variables: We included several control variables to ensure that any relationships 

found between CQ dimensions and EI are not confounded by differences in individual charac-

teristics and to test the incremental predictive validity of the CQ dimensions over and above 

more established predictors of EI. We controlled for age (measured in years) as some studies 

found a negative relation between age and EI (e.g. Kim and Froese, 2012). We also controlled 

for gender (dummy coded female = 1 and male = 0) as previous studies found women less often 

intended to work as an expatriate compared to men (Engle et al., 2015). We also controlled for 

education (the number of semesters) as prior studies found a negative relation between educa-

tional level and EI (Engle et al., 2015). Several studies found a positive association between 

language ability (number of languages spoken except for native language) as well as interna-

tional experiences (number of trips to foreign countries and number of weeks spent in foreign 

countries) and EI (Huff, 2013, Remhof et al., 2013). Therefore, we included both as control 

variables. Finally, we included the five-factor model of personality traits using the scale pro-

posed by Donnellan et al. (2006), which shows satisfactory reliability for all items in all coun-

tries (see Table 4). Several studies found relations between personality traits and EI (Mol et al., 

2009). Tables A1, A2 and A3 in the appendix provide an overview of mean values, standard 

deviations and correlations among all variables used in the three countries.  

 

3.3 Analyses 

The following steps were undertaken to account for potential common method bias. First, sur-

vey items related to the dependent and the independent variables were separated within the 
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survey and randomised within blocks to reduce a potential bias from their sequencing. Second, 

we assessed the potential influence of common method bias post-hoc by using Harman’s single 

factor test (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986) suggesting that there is no “general factor” in the data. 

Hence, we are confident that common method bias is not a serious problem in our study.  

We tested for measurement invariance between the country samples using the measure-

ment invariance of composite models approach (see Henseler et al., 2016, Schlägel and 

Sarstedt, 2016). For this purpose, we made use of a partial least squares structural equation 

model and SmartPLS 3.0 (Ringle, Wende, & Becker, 2014). The analysis showed that while 

we have established configural invariance, we do not have established compositional invari-

ance. Hence, we do not have partial (and accordingly not full) measurement invariance (Hair et 

al., 2017). Therewith, we will refrain from comparing standardised coefficients across the coun-

try samples but interpret the results for the countries individually. 

To test our hypotheses, we make use of two procedures. First, we make use of ordinary 

OLS regression analysis using IBM SPSS to identify the influence that our control and research 

variables assert on EI. These regression analyses involve three steps. In a first step, we evaluate 

the control model looking at the association of our control variables and EI. In a second step, 

we assess the (additional) associations of the eleven CQ sub-dimensions and EI using regression 

analyses. In a third step, we assess the association between the four primary CQ dimensions 

and EI (i.e. the explained variance above the control model) (see Figure 1). We test whether the 

E-CQS model has a significantly higher explanatory power as compared to the CQS model 

utilizing Steiger’s Z (Steiger, 1980, Hoerger, 2013).1 For all models, we tested for multicollin-

earity referring to the variance inflation factors (VIF), especially in light of sub-dimensions of 

the E-CQS not meeting discriminant validity criteria. None of the VIF indicated problems of 

                                                      
1 A Steiger’s Z test is used to test whether two regression models have a significantly different explan-
atory power. The advantage of the test is that it can be used in the context of non-nested models; our 
Model 2 is not nested in Model 3., or in other words, Model 3 does not contain all independent variables 
of Model 2 plus further, but a different set of independent variables. 
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multicollinearity (highest VIF for Germany: 2.96 for speech acts; US: 3.36 for speech acts; 

China: 3.82 for nonverbal behaviour); we therefore refrain from eliminating constructs, yet also 

do not emphasise interpretation of findings for the sub-dimensions of behavioural CQ.  

- Insert Figure 1 here - 

Second, we perform necessary condition analyses (NCA) on all determinants of EI using 

R and the package NCA (Dul, 2016b, Dul, 2018) to complement the traditional regression ap-

proach. While our regression analysis provides information on the strength and direction of the 

relationship between different CQ dimensions and EI, the NCA tests whether specific CQ di-

mensions are necessary determinants of EI. Without the necessary determinant (e.g. CQ), the 

outcome (e.g. EI) will not exist (Dul, 2016a). As Dul (2016a) formulates it: “…a necessary 

cause is a constraint… that must be managed to allow a desired outcome to exist”. The absence 

of a necessary condition cannot be compensated by other determinants, hence in its absence 

there is no EI. If we, for instance, find that extrinsic interest is a necessary condition for EI, EI 

will not exist without extrinsic interest being present. Hence, the NCA provides a valuable fur-

ther understanding of the relevance of CQ sub-dimensions and answers recent calls to assess 

necessary conditions in the field (Rockstuhl and Van Dyne, 2018).  

All analyses make use of the single item measures and factor scores derived by means of 

factor analyses. The above analyses enable us to gain an understanding of a) the value that the 

sub-dimensions have for influencing EI. For this purpose, we will look at the regression coef-

ficients and their statistical significance to assess the strengths of the association between each 

sub-dimension and EI. Furthermore, we will assess whether a sub-dimension is a necessary 

determinant of EI looking at the effect sizes obtained in the NCA and their statistical signifi-

cance (Dul et al., 2018). Moreover, the above analyses enable us to gain an understanding of b) 

the value that the expanded scale has above the original CQ scale for explaining variance in EI. 

For this purpose, we will compare the explanatory power of the model involving the E-CQS 
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versus the model involving the CQS and evaluate whether it has significantly higher explana-

tory power (using Steiger’s Z).  

 

4 Results 

4.1 Results for the German sample  

First, we provide the results for the German sample. Table 5 provides an overview of the re-

gression results for the control model (Model 1), the expanded CQS model (Model 2a) and the 

model for the four primary CQ dimensions (Model 2b). Furthermore, it presents the results of 

the NCA performed for all determinants of EI, more specifically it presents the effect sizes 

gained. Dul (2016b: p. 30) offers the following benchmarks to interpret these effect sizes: 0 < 

d < 0.1 represents a small effect, 0.1 ≤ d < 0.3 a medium effect, 0.3 ≤ d < 0.5 a large effect, and 

d ≥ 0.5 a very large effect. 

- Insert Table 5 here - 

The control model has a moderate explanatory power (R2 = .17; R2adjusted = .15). In Model 

2a, the explanatory power is significantly increased as compared to the control model (R2 = .38; 

R2adjusted = .33). The sub-dimensions of CQ which significantly determine EI all belong to mo-

tivational CQ: intrinsic interest (β = .20; p = .001), extrinsic interest (β = .26; p = .000), and 

self-efficacy to adjust (β = .16; p = .006) are significant positive drivers of EI. In Model 2b, we 

add the four primary CQ dimensions as defined in the original CQ scale to the control model. 

This increases the amount of explained variance as compared to the control model significantly 

(R2 = .30; R2adjusted = .27), however also shows less explanatory power against the expanded CQ 

model. A Steiger’s Z test shows that the R2-values between Models 2a and 2b differ signifi-

cantly, i.e. the expanded CQ model explains EI significantly better than Model 2b only involv-

ing the four primary CQ dimensions (Z = 3.02; p = .002). Among the four dimensions of CQ, 

two are positive significant determinants of EI: metacognitive CQ (β = .16; p = .009), and 

motivational CQ (β = .31; p = .000).  
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From the NCA we find that some of the CQ dimensions and sub-dimensions are necessary 

conditions for EI, and some are not. For instance, intrinsic interest qualifies as a necessary con-

dition, whereas extrinsic interest does not, although the latter is a relevant determinant for EI 

as found in the regression analyses. Hence, in the absence of intrinsic interest, there will be no 

EI. Only, if an individual has intrinsic interest, extrinsic interest can further increase the EI. 

Among the eleven sub-dimensions of CQ, the following qualify as medium high and significant 

necessary conditions to EI: checking as part of metacognitive CQ (d = .14;  p = .000), intrinsic 

interest (d = .16; p = .000), and self-efficacy to adjust (d = .15; p = .015). Finally, among the 

four original dimensions of the CQ model, two show a medium high and significant necessary 

condition effect size: metacognitive CQ (d = .14; p = .000), and motivational CQ (d = .14; p = 

.014). 

We conclude that Hypothesis 1 is partially confirmed for the German sample. 

Metacognitive CQ and motivational CQ are necessary conditions for EI and are positively 

associated with it. Hypothesis 2 is confirmed for the German sample. The expanded model of 

CQ is better able to explain EI than the original model of CQ.  

 

4.2 Results for the US sample 

In the following we present the results for the US sample, summarised in the centre of 

Table 5. The control model has a moderate explanatory power for EI (R2 = .15; R2adjusted = .10). 

In Model 2, we add the eleven sub-dimensions of CQ. This significantly increases the explan-

atory power (R2 = .38; R2adjusted = .31). Among the eleven sub-dimensions of CQ, there is only 

one which significantly (and positively) influences EI: context-specific knowledge (β = .25; p 

= .015). In Model 2b, we add the four primary dimensions as defined in the original CQS. This 

increases the amount of explained variance as compared to the control model significantly (R2 

= .31; R2adjusted = .25), yet the explanatory power is smaller if compared to the expanded CQ 
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model. A Steiger’s Z test shows that the R2-values between Model 2a and Model 2b differ sig-

nificantly, i.e. the expanded model (Model 2a) explains EI significantly better than Model 2b 

(Z = 2.20; p = .028). Among the four primary CQ dimensions, two are positive significant 

determinants of EI: motivational CQ (β = .16; p = .054), and behavioural CQ (β = .24; p = 

.002). From the NCA, we identify one medium high and significant necessary condition effect 

size for the CQ sub-dimensions, namely for awareness (d = .16; p = .000) of metacognitive CQ. 

Among the four original dimensions of the CQ model, metacognitiveCQ (d = .14; p = .008) is 

a medium high and significant necessary condition for EI.  

We conclude that Hypothesis 1 is partially confirmed for the US sample. Metacognitive 

CQ is a necessary condition for EI and motivational CQ and behavioural CQ are positively 

associated with it. The expanded model of CQ is better able to explain EI than the original CQ 

model, supporting Hypothesis 2 for the US sample. 

 

4.3 Results for the Chinese sample 

The right side of Table 5 provides the results for the Chinese sample. The control model has 

rather limited explanatory power EI (R2 = .12; R2adjusted = .08). Adding the eleven sub-dimen-

sions of CQ (Model 2a) significantly increases the explanatory power (R2 = .36; R2adjusted = .30). 

The sub-dimensions of CQ which significantly determine EI in a positive way are context-

specific knowledge (β = .21; p = .029), the meta-cognitive CQ sub-dimension checking (β = 

.30; p = .004), and two motivational CQ sub-dimensions, namely intrinsic interest (β = .18; p 

= .018) and extrinsic interest (β = .16; p = .019). Finally, nonverbal behaviour is significantly 

and negatively associated with EI (β = -.21; p = .043). When we add the four primary CQ 

dimensions (Model 2b) the amount of explained variance is significantly increased as compared 

to the control model as well (R2 = .30; R2adjusted = .26), however Model 2b also shows less 

explanatory power against the expanded CQ model. The Steiger’s Z test for the difference in 

R2-values shows that the expanded model (Model 2a) explains EI significantly better than 
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Model 2b (Z = 2.13; p = .033). Among the four primary CQ dimensions, three are positive 

significant determinants of EI: cognitive CQ (β = .197; p = .009), metacognitive CQ (β = .21; 

p = .017), and motivational CQ (β = .20; p = .014).  

The NCA for the Chinese sample reveals numerous medium high necessary conditions for 

EI. Among the eleven sub-dimensions of CQ, almost all are medium high and significant nec-

essary conditions for EI, except for the metacognitive sub-dimension of planning and speech 

acts as part of behavioural CQ. The highest effects are found for checking (d = .18; p = .000), 

extrinsic interest (d = .18; p = .001), and self-efficacy to adjust (d = .17; p = .011) (we will not 

comment on the effect for non-verbal behaviour, d = .19, due to the issues of discriminant va-

lidity, here). Furthermore, also the four original dimensions of CQ are nearly all medium high 

and significant necessary conditions for EI: cognitive CQ (d = .13; p = .000), metacognitive CQ 

(d = .18; p = .000), and motivational CQ (d = .13; p = .021).  

We conclude that Hypothesis 1 is partially confirmed for the Chinese sample. Cognitive 

CQ, metacognitive CQ, and motivational CQ are significant necessary conditions for EI and 

are positively associated with it. Finally, in support of Hypothesis 2, the expanded CQ model 

is better able to explain EI than the original CQ model for the Chinese sample.  

 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Implications for theory and research 

The present study tested the explanatory power of the expanded cultural intelligence scale (Van 

Dyne et al., 2012) and its eleven CQ sub-dimensions in predicting EI in comparison to the four 

primary CQ dimensions. Our study showed that the expanded version increased the explanatory 

power of the model in Germany, the US and China, suggesting that the expanded scale is better 

able to explain variance in the intention to accept a foreign assignment (see Table 6 for an 

overview). The E-CQS is well aligned with the theoretical concepts that underlie the four 

primary CQ dimensions. It introduces items that were implicit in the definitions of the four 
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original dimensions and have not been operationalised on the scale-level, for instance, the 

aspect of planning as a sub-dimension of metacognitive CQ and the inclusion of context-

specific knowledge in cognitive CQ. For this reason, researchers interested in achieving higher 

explanatory power are therefore advised to consider the E-CQS. While our analyses showed 

partial measurement invariance of the scale and discriminant validity for almost all sub-

dimensions except for the behavioural CQ sub-dimensions, we advise researchers to carefully 

evaluate theses aspects before analysing findings.  

- Insert Table 6 here - 

 Our second contribution is with regard to the theoretical understanding of how CQ 

influences expatriate intention. We provide a set of arguments on mechanisms how the CQ sub-

dimensions are associated with EI with reference to the TPB. We argue that general and specific 

knowledge are associated with EI as they imply a higher perceived behavioural control. The 

same line of argument goes for planning, awareness and the three sub-dimensions of 

behavioural CQ. For motivational CQ, we argue that intrinsic interest influences EI as it implies 

a more positive attitude towards the entrepreneurial endeaveour; self-efficacy influences EI as 

it implies a higher perceived behavioural control, and extrinsic interest influences EI via a more 

positive attitude towards EI and a higher subjective norm. We encourage authors to discuss and 

further test these mechanisms proposed. Our empirical findings confirm and complement the 

knowledge about the relationship between CQ and EI that is outlined in a recent meta-analysis 

on the association between CQ and EI (Schlägel et al., 2017); CQ is positively associated with 

EI – in particular motivational and metacognitive CQ are important drivers. In line with 

previous research (Remhof et al., 2013, Schlägel and Sarstedt, 2016, Kim and Froese, 2012), 

we found that motivational CQ is the strongest determinant which also fits to theorising as the 

motivational CQ sub-dimensions imply higher facets on all classical TPB determinants of EI. 

Our study moroever shows that particularly intrinsic interest and self-efficacy to adjust are 

relevant when it comes to accepting international assignments; in Germany and in China these 
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are even necessary conditions. Yet also extrinsic incentives can increase EI which is in line with 

the more general research on motivation (e.g. Haines et al., 2008). Our study further shows the 

added value of context-specific knowledge – one of the sub dimensions of cognitive CQ – for 

explaining EI. In the American and Chinese context, a higher context-specific knowledge 

qualifies as a driver of EI; in China it is, moreover, a necessary condition for EI, i.e. there is no 

EI without knowledge in a managerial context among Chinese business students.  

Our study also adds to the literature by being among the first to examine these necessary 

conditions of EI, i.e. without which EI will not exist (Dul, 2016a). For the original CQ scale, 

we found that cognitive CQ (in one country), metacognitive CQ (in all three countries) and 

motivational CQ (in two countries) are necessary conditions for EI; behavioural CQ in contrast 

is not. The relative unimportance of the latter aspect could be explained by the expectation that 

behavioural CQ becomes most effective during and not before an intercultural interaction 

(Schlägel et al., 2017); in this case, the focus has been on intentions, not interactions. This 

suggest that if potential expatriates do not possess these particular aspects of CQ, there will be 

no expatriation intention.  

Going more in-depth and looking at the expanded scale, a surprising aspect, however, was 

the fact that planning (a sub-dimension of metacognitive CQ) was not a necessary condition 

nor even a significant driver of EI in any of the country settings. This is surprising because 

many authors have relied heavily on arguments related to planning when building hypotheses 

with regard to the association between metacognitive CQ and EI. In addition, planning is a 

relevant aspect of perceived behavioural control in the TPB. This is another example of the 

value added by using the E-CQS; the eleven sub dimensions of CQ provide more information 

which helps shed light on the exact nature of the link between CQ and EI.  

A final aspect to discuss is the fact that our study took place in three different countries 

(China, Germany, and the US) to test whether the structure and relevance of CQ sub-dimensions 

varied across a set of countries. Our findings revealed that CQ is a useful determinant when it 
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comes to explaining EI in all three country contexts. Yet, they also revealed that different CQ 

sub-dimensions are relevant in different countries. This indicates the importance of differences 

in institutional environments which influence individuals’ intentions and behaviour. While it is 

outside the scope of this paper to discuss these differences in detail, we would recommend that 

future research explores these differences further, including even more countries to establish 

the cross-cultural validity of CQ or including constructs for institutional environments in em-

pirical models. Therewith, researchers might more systematically examine the potential bound-

ary conditions related to differences in the formal and informal institutional environments. 

 

5.2 Managerial implications  

Cultural intelligence is more crucial than ever in today’s globalized world. CQ has been found 

to be positively related to various work-related outcomes (Schlägel et al., 2017), and, for this 

reason, it is an important concept for international human resource (IHR) managers when se-

lecting and training employees. Our study focused on potential expatriates and showed that 

their CQ is positively associated with their intention to accept an international assignment.  

Considering the increasing importance of CQ in the intercultural workplace, it could be 

advocated that multinational firms include CQ when selecting their new employees. This 

knowledge – particularly on the sub-dimension intrinsic interest – could then also be used to 

create a global talent pool of potential expatriates. Collings and Isichei (2018) posit that estab-

lishing a talent pool with suitably skilled and qualified individuals who would like to work 

abroad should be a main concern for multinational firms. This would allow for a more strategic 

approach to assignee selection which is linked to organisational strategy and individual career 

plans. Furthermore, with the rise of the dual career couple, it becomes more difficult than ever 

to convince expatriates to accept an international assignment (Caligiuri and Bonache, 2016). 

For this reason, identifying individuals who would like to work abroad right at the start of their 
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career can be an important strategy to widen the global talent pool and improve the selection 

process for international assignments.  

Our study further revealed the importance of the other two motivational sub dimensions, 

namely self-efficacy to adjust and extrinsic interest. IHR managers that have the objective to 

spark interest in an expatriate position may use these insights to tailor programs (e.g. mentoring 

programs, see also Schuster et al., 2017) and training for specific target groups. For example, 

multinational firms could offer workshops for high-profile students, interns, and current em-

ployees on cultural intelligence and working in culturally diverse environments that would en-

hance an individuals’ self-efficacy to adjust.  Companies could also expose them to current or 

former expatriates who have had great experiences. In such a workshop, multinational firms 

could also highlight the extrinsic incentives for prospective expatriates and the support provided 

for expatriation and repatriation, enhancing both the extrinsic interest and the self-efficacy to 

adjust. Furthermore, multinational firms are advised to pay particular attention to the repatria-

tion phase in order to make sure an international assignment is seen as beneficial for one’s 

career. Collings and Isichai (2018) in their review of the literature found support for the view 

that even though the value of international experience from a developmental perspective is 

widely accepted, it is not clear that organizations actually integrate development opportunities 

into career paths for those identified as talent.  This may also influence the willingness of po-

tential expatriates to accept an international assignment. Multinational firms should also pay 

attention to the expatriate compensation package to make sure they offer the right extrinsic 

motivation to stimulate potential expatriates to accept the international assignment. However, 

since the cost of these compensation packages is a major organisational concern (Caligiuri and 

Bonache, 2016), it is important to remember that our study showed the particular relevance of 

intrinsic interest and self-efficacy to adjust, suggesting the importance of selection and training 

emphasis in these related areas.   
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5.3 Limitations and future research directions  

Our findings should be interpreted in light of the limitations of this study. First, to be able to 

generalize findings future research should use a more diverse sample, not only in terms of coun-

tries but also in terms of respondents from different majors (e.g. engineering, chemistry, design, 

or medical), different universities, and different regions of a country (e.g. China’s coastal cities 

and provinces vs. inner provinces). It could also be interesting to include employees in their 

early career. 

Second, our cross-sectional research design limits our ability to draw conclusions about 

the causal relationship between CQ and EI. Future research should utilise longitudinal studies 

and quasi experimental designs to validate our findings.  

Third, the current study used a self-rated instrument to assess the CQ sub-dimensions. 

While prior research that utilised the CQS found high correlations between self-assessed and 

others-assessed CQ scores (Shannon and Begley, 2008), we echo previous calls (Ott and 

Michailova, 2018) for more research employing peer-assessment and/or observation of CQ to 

rule out any confounding influence of the research method.  

A fourth limitation is that we were unable to include both the CQS and E-CQS in the same 

survey due to length constraints and potential respondent fatigue bias. Instead, we compared 

both scales based on the overlap in the items included in both measures. Future research should 

consider including both measures in the same survey, as well as examining the value of the two 

instruments in different contexts and for different outcomes. Furthermore, in the context of 

expatriate intention, we lack an understanding if those individuals with a higher EI, once they 

are an expatriate, more easily adjust to their new environment and show a higher job perfor-

mance, compared to those expatriates with a lower prior intention. Such research would allow 

evaluating the practical usefulness of CQ and EI with respect to the overall expatriate selection 

decision.  
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Finally, our test of the discriminant validity for all three country samples showed that es-

pecially the sub-dimensions of behavioural CQ have limited discriminant validity against each 

other. In some of the countries, they also do not discriminate enough from items used to oper-

ationalise metacognitive CQ. While, inspection of correlations and VIF indicates no problems, 

our results for these dimensions should be interpreted in light of this limitation. Hence, we 

advise researchers to further explore the discriminant validity of the new items and to evaluate 

if these are actually measuring the different facets theoretically outlined; there is a further need 

to test and refine the instrument and measurement items.  

Our study provides two further interesting avenues for future research. First, more research 

is needed into the path leading from EI to actual behaviour (i.e. accepting an expatriate posi-

tion). In the present study we examined the direct relation between CQ dimensions and EI, 

however, this process is likely to be a more complex sequential process that may also involve 

situational and contextual conditions that moderate this process. For example, in the formation 

of intentions, an individual’s desire to conduct a specific behaviour seems to be an important 

mediator of the relation between attitudes and intention (Bagozzi and Kimmel, 1995, Perugini 

and Bagozzi, 2004). The desire to work as an expatriate may function as mediator in the relation 

between intrinsic and extrinsic interests and EI. Furthermore, our findings provide initial evi-

dence for national context-bound differences in intrinsic and extrinsic motivational orientations. 

Recent conceptual studies suggest the different parts of the national context directly and indi-

rectly influence individuals’ intentions and behaviour through their more distal influence on 

attitudes, perceptions, and ways of knowing and their moderating role in the relation between 

attitudes etc. and intentions and behaviors (Taras et al., 2011, Tsui et al., 2007). Future research 

should explore potential mediators and moderators along these lines to provide a more detailed 

explanation of the mechanisms and process that determine EI and the actual behavioural deci-

sion to take specified action (i.e. accept an expatriate position). Finally, a likewise interesting 

future research avenue is to enrich the focus on expatriation to repatriation outcomes 
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(Breitenmoser and Bader, 2016, Breitenmoser et al., 2017 (in-press)) and how these are affected 

by CQ and its sub-dimensions.  

A final avenue for future research is a stronger focus on a configurational perspective and 

set-theoretic approach. Echoing prior calls for such research by Van Dyne et al. (2012) we 

encourage future research to examine the combinations of CQ dimensions and, therewith, the 

different paths that lead to specific outcomes, such as EI. Previous studies as well as the present 

study have tested the additive predictive ability of individual CQ dimensions, neglecting the 

possibility that these dimensions can have different associations depending on the interaction 

with other variables, resulting in a comparable outcome. Researchers could utilise fuzzy-set 

qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA) to explore such complex recipes of antecedent con-

ditions that lead to EI. The present study is a first step towards a more configurational perspec-

tive as we identified necessary conditions for EI to emerge, representing a basic building block 

required for fsQCA (Dul, 2016a, Vis and Dul, 2016). These directions for future inquiry do not 

encompass the only research questions that scholars may pursue, but we believe that both have 

the potential to contribute to the rapid developments in the measurement, operationalization, 

and validation of CQ as well as the identification and empirical testing of new theories and 

hypotheses that contribute to a better understanding of the development of EI. 
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Table 1 Expanded versus original CQ construct (and scale)  
CQ and CQ-scale  

(Ang and Van Dyne, 2008) 
 

Expanded CQ construct 
Sub-dimensions which involve a completely new set of measurements are highlighted in bold below 

(Van Dyne et al., 2012) 
Cognitive CQ refers to the knowledge an individual has acquired about the norms, practices and 
conventions which are prevalent in different cultures. 
 

1 I know the legal and economic systems of other cultures. 
2 I know the rules (e.g. vocabulary, grammar) of other languages. 
3 I know the cultural values and religious beliefs of other cultures. 
4 I know the marriage systems of other cultures. 
5 I know the arts and crafts of other cultures. 
6 I know the rules for expressing nonverbal behaviours in other cultures. 

Culture general knowledge; e.g. knowledge of formal and informal institutional environments. Sam-
ple item: “I can describe the different cultural value frameworks that explain behaviours around the 
world” 

Context specific knowledge: e.g. knowledge of how to be effective in a context, such as a country or 
workplace. Sample item: “I can describe the ways that leadership styles differ across cultural set-
tings” 

Metacognitive CQ focuses on mental processes that individuals use to acquire and understand cul-
tural knowledge. 
 

1 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I use when interacting with people with different cul-
tural backgrounds. 
2 I adjust my cultural knowledge as I interact with people from a culture that is unfamiliar to me. 
3 I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I apply to cross-cultural interactions. 
4 I check the accuracy of my cultural knowledge as I interact with people from different cultures. 

Planning; e.g. preparation, development of action plans, and anticipation. Sample item: “I develop 
action plans before interacting with people from a different culture” 
Awareness; e.g. of cognitive habits and how cultural knowledge is used in interactions.  Sample 
item: “I am aware of how my culture influences my interactions with people from different cul-
tures”. 
Checking; e.g. reviewing assumptions, and adjusting mental maps along experiences. Sample 
item: “I adjust my understanding of a culture while I interact with people from that culture”. 

Motivational CQ describes the individual’s capability to direct energy toward learning about and 
functioning in different intercultural situations. 
 

1 I enjoy interacting with people from different cultures. 
2 I am confident that I can socialize with locals in a culture that is unfamiliar to me. 
3 I am sure I can deal with the stresses of adjusting to a culture that is new to me. 
4 I enjoy living in cultures that are unfamiliar to me. 
5 I am confident that I can get accustomed to the shopping conditions in a different culture. 

Extrinsic interest; e.g. culturally diverse experiences are perceived to bring tangible benefits, such a  
reputation or promotion. Sample item: “I value the status that I would gain from living or working in 
a different culture”. 
Intrinsic interest; e.g. culturally diverse experiences are perceived as inherently satisfying. Sam-
ple item: “I truly enjoy interacting with people from different cultures”. 

Self-efficacy to adjust; e.g. confidence of individuals to deal with intercultural situations. Sample 
item: “I am confident I can socialize with locals in a culture that is unfamiliar to me”. 

Behavioural CQ is the capability to exhibit appropriate actions when interacting with individuals 
from different cultures 
 

1 I change my verbal behaviour (e.g. accent, tone) when a cross-cultural interaction requires it. 
2 I use pause and silence differently to suit different cross-cultural situations. 
3 I vary the rate of my speaking when a cross-cultural situation requires it. 
4 I change my nonverbal behaviour when a cross-cultural situation requires it. 
5 I alter my facial expressions when a cross-cultural interaction requires it. 

Verbal behaviour; e.g. flexibility in vocalization such as accent, tone, tempo. Sample item: “I chang  
my use of pause and silence to suit different cultural situations”. 

Non-verbal behaviour; e.g. flexibility in gestures, such as body language, and outer appearance.  

Speech acts; e.g. flexibility in communicating disagreement, apologies and alike. Sample item: “I 
modify the way I disagree with others to fit the cultural setting”. 
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Table 2 Overview of previous empirical studies that utilized the expanded CQ scale (E-CQS) 

Study 
Type of 

publication 

Study context 
(study country/ respond-

ent type/ respondents’ 
citizenship/ 
sample size) 

E-CQS 
conceptualisation 

Main research 
objective 

Main 
findings 

Grubb (2015) PhD 
thesis 

- US/professionals/US cit-
izens/n = 86 

- Full scale (37 items) 
- Results for overall CQ, four  
  primary CQ dimensions, and  
  six CQ sub-dimensions 

- Influence of CQ on authentic leader-
ship of higher education academic 
leaders 

- Overall CQ (.25), metacognitive CQ (.18), cognitive CQ (.23), motivational CQ (.274), and 
behavioural CQ (.169) are moderately correlated with overall authentic leadership 

- The correlation between the CQ sub-dimensions and the facets of authentic leadership are 
more heterogeneous and vary from -.07 to .18 

McComas (2014) PhD 
thesis 

- Work-groups inside and 
outside the US/ profes-
sionals/multiple nation-
alities/n = 30 

- Full scale (37 items) 
- Results for overall CQ and the  
  four primary CQ dimensions 

- Influence of leader CQ, as assessed 
by work group members, on helping 
and voice behaviours of the multicul-
tural work group 

- Metacognitive and behavioural CQ are significantly related to helping and voice behaviours 
of the multicultural work group 

Mor (2013) and 
Mor et al. (2013) 

PhD 
thesis and 

journal arti-
cle 

- Study 2: US/MBA stu-
dents/US citizens/ 
n = 200 

- Study 3: US/ 
professionals/ 
US citizens/n = 79 

- Study 4: US/students/ US 
citizens/n = 169 

- Study 2: Metacognitive CQ (6 
items) 

- Study 3: Metacognitive CQ (6 
items) 

- Study 4: All four primary CQ 
dimensions (no information on 
the number of items used) but 
the results focus on metacogni-
tive CQ and cognitive CQ 

- Examine mechanisms and processes 
through which metacognitive CQ in-
fluences different outcomes in cross-
cultural contexts 

- Study 2: Reputational social sensitivity mediates the relationship between metacognitive CQ 
and intercultural effectiveness 

- Study 3: Target condition moderates the relationship between metacognitive CQ and per-
ceived congruency and perceived congruency mediates the relationship between the target 
condition/metacognitive CQ interaction term and indirectness judgments of observed target 

- Study 4: Target condition moderates the relationship between meta-cognitive CQ and out-
group indirectness which in turn mediates the relation between the target condition/meta-
cognitive CQ interaction term and indirectness expectations about a novel target 

Philippart (2014) PhD 
thesis 

- US/professionals/ 
multiple nationalities/ 
n = 92 

- 33 items of the full scale  
(removed 18 of the 33 items in  
the analysis) 

- Results for overall CQ and the 
four primary CQ dimensions 

- Influence of CQ on mentor-mentee 
matching 

- Metacognitive CQ and behavioural CQ are associated with the mentor-mentee matching 

Rockstuhl et al. 
(2015) 

Journal 
article 

- Singapore/MBA stu-
dents/multiple nationali-
ties/n = 188 

- Adapted 6 items of the inter-
cultural self-efficacy CQ sub-
dimension (study 4) 

- Intercultural self-efficacy was used 
as a control variable in a study about 
situational judgment, task perfor-
mance, and interpersonal OCB 

- Intercultural self-efficacy did significantly explain variance in the model in which gender, 
number of languages spoken, work experience, international experience, cognitive ability 
and the five-factor model personality traits are included 

Van Dyne et al. 
(2012) 

Journal 
article 

- US/undergraduates and 
MBA students/multiple 
nationalities/n = 286 

- Full scale (37 items) 
- Results for four primary CQ di-

mensions (second-order factor) 
and the eleven CQ sub-dimen-
sions 

- Test the psychometric properties of 
the E-CQS 

- The results of confirmatory factor analysis indicate discriminant validity of the sub-dimen-
sions  and a  significantly better fit than a 4-factor model 

- Composite reliabilities for all sub-dimensions were acceptable 
- Correlations between sub-dimensions and the respective higher order factors as well as cor-

relations among respective sub-dimensions support convergent and discriminant validity 
- Analysis of the average variance extracted provides additional evidence in support of discri-

minant validity 
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Table 3 Overview of quantitative empirical studies that examined the relationship between CQ and EI 

Study 
Study 

context 
CQ measure and  
conceptualisation 

Main research 
objective 

Main 
findings 

Engle et al. (2015) Croatia, Germany, 
Russia, Turkey, US 
(student samples) 

CQS 
Motivational CQ 

Examine the utility of the TPB for understanding 
individuals’ intention to accept an offer to work in 
a foreign country 

- Attitude towards expatriation (items from motivational CQ), subjective 
norms and perceived behavioural control (items from motivational CQ) sig-
nificantly influence individuals’ EI 

Huff (2013) US 
(expatriate sample) 

CQS 
Four primary CQ 

dimensions 

Examine how CQ and language proficiency are re-
lated to cross-cultural adjustment, expatriate satis-
faction, and expatriate desires towards the future 

- Motivational CQ is positively associated with the desire to accept an over-
seas assignment in a different country or in the same country with a different 
organization (all other CQ dimensions are insignificant) 

- The interaction of all four CQ dimensions and language proficiency is not 
statistically significant 

Isichei (2017) Ireland 
(student sample) 

SF-CQS 
Overall CQ 

Test the influence of CQ on the willingness to un-
dertake an international assignment 

- Overall CQ (short form measure of CQ by Thomas et al., 2015) is positively 
associated with the willingness to undertake an international assignment 

Kim & Froese (2012) South Korea (profes-
sionals) 

CQS 
Motivational CQ 

Examine the direct and moderating effects of host-
country characteristics (economic level and lan-
guage) and employee’s role commitments (work 
and family) on expatriation willingness (motiva-
tional CQ as a control variable) 

- Motivational CQ is positively associated with expatriation willingness and 
explains variance in willingness over and above various demographic varia-
bles, skills, and commitment 

Presbitero & Quita 
(2017) 

Philippines 
(student sample) 

CQS 
Overall CQ 

Examine the influence of career adaptability and 
CQ on the intention to have an expatriate career 

- Career adaptability is positively and significantly related to overseas career 
intentions; this relationship is moderated by CQ 

Racicot & Ferry 
(2016) 

US 
(student sample) 

CQS 
Metacognitive CQ 
Motivational CQ 

Examine the influence of metacognitive and moti-
vational CQ on experiential behaviour abroad and 
interest in working abroad  

- Motivational CQ predicts metacognitive CQ, which predicts cultural experi-
ences pursued while studying abroad, which in turn predicts future interest in 
working/studying abroad 

Remhof et al. (2013) Germany 
(student sample) 

CQS 
Four primary CQ 

dimensions 

Examine the influence of prior international expo-
sure and CQ on the individual intention to work 
abroad 

- All four CQ dimensions are positively associated with the intention to work 
abroad and they fully mediate the relationships between language skills as 
well as international experience and the intention to work abroad 

Schlägel & Sarstedt 
(2016) 

China, France, Ger-
many, Turkey, US 
(student samples) 

CQS 
Four primary CQ 

dimensions 

Test the measurement invariance of the CQ scale 
for five countries in the context of EI using partial 
least squares structural equation modelling and test 
of the association between the four CQ dimensions 
and EI 

- Cognitive CQ is positively associated with EI for Turkey and the US 
- Motivational CQ is positively associated with EI for Germany, Turkey, and 
the US 

Yurtkoru et al. (2017) Turkey 
(student sample) 

CQS 
Cognitive CQ 

Examine the moderating role of cognitive CQ in the 
work-related perceptions-intention to work abroad 
relation as well as the predictors of the TPB and the 
intention to work abroad 

- Cognitive CQ has no direct effect on the intention to work abroad 
- Cognitive CQ negatively moderates the association between subjective 
norms and intention and positively moderates the relationships between per-
ceived behavioural control & intention and career development and intention 

Note: SF-CQS = short form cultural intelligence scale 
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Table 4 Scales and measurements  
   Germany   US   China  

Construct Items Loading AVE 
Alpha 

CR Loading AVE 
Alpha 

CR Loading AVE 
Alpha 

CR 

Expatriation intention EXPATINT_1 
EXPATINT_2 
EXPATINT_3 

.922 

.856 

.891 
.79 .87 

.92 

.918 

.911 

.886 
.82 .89 

.93 

.895 

.860 

.860 
.76 .84 

.91 

Expanded CQ scale 
Culture-general 
knowledge 

COG_GK1 
COG_GK2 
COG_GK3 
COG_GK4 
COG_GK5 

.742 

.534 

.769 

.752 

.768 

.52 .75 
.84 

.772 

.333 

.744 

.754 

.704 

.47 .68 
.80 

.818 

.668 

.788 

.782 

.750 

.58 .82 
.87 

Context-specific 
knowledge 

COG_SK1 
COG_SK2 
COG_SK3 
COG_SK4 
COG_SK5 

.725 

.745 

.837 

.771 

.797 

.60 .83 
.88 

.725 

.675 

.788 

.767 

.806 

.57 .81 
.87 

.807 

.840 

.844 

.721 

.767 

.64 .85 
.90 

Planning MC_P1 
MC_P2 
MC_P3 

.761 

.750 

.789 
.59 .65 

.81 

.787 

.719 

.808 
.60 .66 

.82 

.794 

.649 

.817 
.57 .63 

.80 

Awareness MC_A1 
MC_A2 
MC_A3 

.798 

.732 

.758 
.58 .64 

.81 

.761 

.786 

.681 
.55 .59 

.79 

.796 

.764 

.824 
.63 .70 

.84 

Checking MC_C1 
MC_C2 
MC_C3 

.772 

.807 

.813 
.64 .71 

.84 

.844 

.827 

.869 
.72 .80 

.88 

.856 

.826 

.755 
.66 .73 

.85 

Intrinsic interest MOT_II1 
MOT_II2 
MOT_II3 

.812 

.787 

.614 
.55 .59 

.79 

.799 

.826 

.694 
.60 .66 

.82 

.853 

.814 

.745 
.65 .72 

.85 

Extrinsic interest MOT_EI1 
MOT_EI2 
MOT_EI3 

.846 

.619 

.865 
.62 .65 

.82 

.753 

.740 

.819 
.66 .66 

.82 

.779 

.670 

.790 
.56 .60 

.79 

Self-efficacy to adjust MOT_SA1 
MOT_SA2 
MOT_SA3 

.772 

.841 

.844 
.67 .76 

.86 

.791 

.853 

.789 
.66 .74 

.85 

.862 

.857 

.874 
.75 .83 

.90 

Verbal behaviour BEH_VB1 
BEH_VB2 
BEH_VB3 

.811 

.702 

.792 
.69 .66 

.81 

.826 

.824 

.668 
.60 .67 

.82 

.859 

.841 

.758 
.67 .76 

.86 

Non-verbal behaviour BEH_NVB1 
BEH_NVB2 
BEH_NVB3 

.780 

.737 

.814 
.61 .67 

.82 

.828 

.760 

.789 
.63 .71 

.84 

.798 

.790 

.819 
.64 .72 

.84 

Speech acts BEH_SA1 
BEH_SA2 
BEH_SA3 

.839 

.807 

.817 
.67 .76 

.86 

.844 

.868 

.836 
.72 .81 

.89 

.634 

.847 

.839 
.61 .66 

.82 

Original CQ scale 
Cognitive CQ 

COG_GK1 
COG_GK2 
COG_GK3 
COG_GK4 
COG_GK5 

.742 

.534 

.769 

.752 

.768 

.52 .75 
.84 

.772 

.333 

.744 

.754 

.704 

.47 .68 
.80 

.818 

.668 

.788 

.782 

.750 

.58 .82 
.87 

Metacognitive CQ MC_A1 
MC_A2 
MC_C1 
MC_C2 

.707 

.723 

.722 

.754 

.53 .70 
.82 

.704 

.717 

.828 

.708 

.55 .73 
.83 

.738 

.740 

.813 

.824 

.61 .78 
.86 

Motivational CQ MOT_II1 
MOT_SA1 
MOT_SA2 

.731 

.822 

.767 
.60 .67 

.81 

.654 

.808 

.833 
.59 .65 

.81 

.752 

.848 

.842 
.67 .75 

.86 

Behavioural CQ BEH_VB1 
BEH_VB2 
BEH_NVB1 

.791 

.722 

.772 
.58 .64 

.81 

.827 

.825 

.759 
.65 .72 

.85 

.867 

.835 

.778 
.69 .77 

.87 

Personality traits 
Extraversion 

E_1 (life of party) 
E_2 (talk a lot) 
E_3 (talk to people) 
E_4 (not background) 

.715 

.703 

.719 

.771 

.53 .70 
.82 

.634 

.774 

.743 

.752 

.53 .70 
.82 

.597 

.730 

.694 

.689 

.46 .61 
.77 

Agreeableness A_1 (symp. feelings) 
A_2 (int. in problems) 
A_3 (feel emotions) 
A_4 (int. in others) 

.778 

.584 

.805 

.667 

.51 .66 
.80 

.802 

.621 

.773 

.656 

.51 .68 
.81 

.656 

.618 

.580 

.722 

.42 .53 
.74 

Conscientiousness C_1 (get chores done) 
C_2 (in proper place) 
C_3 (like order) 
C_4 (not make a mess) 

.564 

.725 

.791 

.591 

.46 .60 
.77 

.807 

.723 

.707 

.680 

.53 .71 
.82 

.464 

.759 

.700 

.827 

.49 .65 
.79 

Neuroticism N_1 ( mood swings) 
N_2 (not relaxed) 
N_3 (get upset) 
N_4 (feel blue) 

.799 

.669 

.744 

.523 

.48 .63 
.78 

.768 

.732 

.795 

.156 

.45 .53 
.73 

.798 

.389 

.785 

.650 

.46 .59 
.76 

Openness O_1 (vivid imagination) 
O_2 (abstract ideas) 
O_3 (unders. abst. ideas) 
O_4 (good imagination) 

.542 

.614 

.685 

.698 

.41 
.50 
.73 

.548 

.581 

.628 

.758 

.40 
.50 
.73 

.433 

.717 

.736 

.737 

.45 
.58 
.76 
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Table 5 Results of regression analysis and necessary condition analysis for EI 

  
  
 Variables 

 Germany   US   China  
Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b NCA  Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b NCA  Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b NCA  
β p β p β p d β p β p β p d β p β p β p d 

Controls                              
Age -.03  .592 -.05  .363 -.05  .334 .01 .04  .651 .11  .184 .09  .283 .03 -.23 ** .006 -.22 ** .004 -.21 ** .006 .04* 
Gender (f = 1, m = 0) .10 † .096 .04  .502 .05  .311 .00 .05  .543 .08  .258 .06  .387 .00 -.24 *** .000 -.18 ** .004 -.19 ** .002 .00 
Education .06  .328 .08  .108 .07  .201 .00 .05  .556 -.02  .843 .01  .922 .00 .08  .277 .07  .307 .04  .534 .05 
Language ability .16 ** .002 .12 * .013 .11 * .034 .00 .14 † .060 .01  .838 .04  .531 .00 .17 ** .009 .08  .196 .07  .275 .11 
Number of countries  .27 *** .000 .21 *** .000 .24 *** .000 .00 .25 ** .001 .15 * .038 .13 † .061 .00 .12  .124 .02  .768 .01  .883 .00 
Weeks abroad .11 † .058 .06  .255 .04  .423 .00 .08  .275 .05  .440 .03  .631 .00 -.01  .853 -.02  .742 -.02  .754 .00 
Extraversion .03  .608 -.03  .491 -.02  .624 .05 .07  .370 .08  .244 .06  .391 .17** .15 * .022 .08  .197 .09  .114 .04 
Agreeableness .01  .863 -.04  .390 -.09 † .099 .02 -.07  .336 -.20 ** .007 -.16 * .027 .16 -.11  .113 -.10  .125 -.09  .166 .11 
Conscientiousness -.13 * .012 -.09 * .044 -.10 * .044 .04 -.10  .167 -.10  .139 -.12 † .090 .11† -.02  .769 -.05  .410 -.07  .308 .12 
Neuroticism -.07  .171 -.01  .912 -.01  .950 .01 .03  .723 .03  .652 .01  .902 .03 -.07  .248 -.03  .620 -.02  .730 .04 
Openness -.02  .734 .04  .456 .01  .939 .12 .12 † .096 .06  .410 .05  .422 .03 -.02  .750 -.04  .495 -.03  .644 .07 

CQ sub-dimensions                               
  Cognitive CQ                               

Culture general knowledge    -.06  .391     .10    -.10  .253    .03    .14  .143    .13*** 
Context specific knowledge    .06  .425     .01    .25 * .015    .03    .21 * .029    .13*** 

  Metacognitive CQ                               
Planning    .08  .176     .00    .08  .419    .09*    -.03  .663    .04 
Awareness    -.04  .494     .05    -.05  .614    .16***    .01  .921    .13** 
Checking    .04  .569     .14***    -.05  .597    .05    .30 ** .004    .18** 

  Motivational CQ                               
Intrinsic interest    .20 ** .001     .16***    .12  .147    .06    .18 * .018    .14* 
Extrinsic interest    .26 *** .000     .03    .04  .582    .04    .16 * .019    .18*** 
Self-efficacy to adjust    .16 ** .006     .15*    .13  .196    .06    -.03  .725    .17* 

  Behavioural CQ                               
Verbal behaviour    -.07  .255     .00    -.01  .990    .02    -.06  .485    .14** 
Non-verbal behaviour    -.03  .726     .05*    .09  .394    .04†    -.21 * .043    .19† 
Speech acts    -.01  .905     .04    .14  .210    .07*    -.06  .586    .12 

Primary CQ dimensions                               
   Cognitive CQ        -.01  .978 .10       .03  .671 .03       .20 ** .009 .13*** 
   Metacognitive CQ        .16 ** .009 .14***       .14  .178 .14**       .21 * .017 .18*** 
   Motivational CQ        .31 *** .000 .14*       .16 † .054 .00       .20 * .014 .13* 
   Behavioural CQ            -.02  .774 .00       .24 ** .002 .05       -.08  .299 .10† 
F-value 6.31 8.80 9.42   3.07 5.00 5.55  3.07 5.00 6.81  
R2 .172 .375 .300   .151 .381 .309  .121 .362 .300  
R2 adjusted .145 .332 .268   .102 .305 .253  .081 .301 .256  
Δ R2 (M1/M2a; M1/M2b)  .203*** .128***   .230*** .158***   .241*** .179***  
Δ R2 (M2a/M2b) 

 Steiger’s Z = 3.02** (p = .002) 
  Steiger’s Z = 2.20* (p = .028)   Steiger’s Z = 2.13* (p = .033)  

Note: The dependent variable is expatriation intention. Germany N = 360; US N = 203; China N = 260. The d value is based on the ceiling envelopment–free disposal hull ceiling technique (ce-fdh). Gender dummy variable: 
female = 1 and male = 0. NCA = necessary condition analysis. Significance testing in the NCA is performed with 10,000 random samples created. † p < 0.1; * p < .05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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Table 6 Overview of findings  

  Germany   US   China  
 Necessary 

condition 
Positive 
driver 

Necessary 
condition 

Positive 
driver 

Necessary 
condition 

Positive 
driver 

Primary CQ dimensions (CQS)       
     Cognitive CQ     Yes Yes 
     Metacognitive CQ Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes 
     Motivational CQ Yes Yes  Yes Yes  Yes  
     Behavioural CQ    Yes   
CQ sub-dimensions (E-CQS)       
Cognitive CQ       
     Culture-general knowledge     Yes  
     Context-specific knowledge    Yes Yes Yes 
Metacognitive CQ       
     Planning       
     Awareness   Yes  Yes  
     Checking Yes    Yes Yes 
Motivational CQ       
     Intrinsic interest Yes Yes   Yes Yes 
     Extrinsic interest  Yes   Yes Yes 
     Self-efficacy to adjust Yes Yes   Yes  
Behavioural CQ       
     Verbal behaviour     Yes  
     Non-verbal behaviour     Yes  
     Speech acts       
Comparison of explanatory 
power of E-CQS vs. CQS  

      

     E-CQS > CQS Yes Yes Yes 
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Figure 1 Conceptual models and analysis approach  
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Appendix 

Table A1 Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the German sample 

  Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

  1 Expatriation intention 3.75 1.39                           
  2 Age 21.99 2.51 .02                          
  3 Gender (f = 1, m = 0) .58 0.50 .07 -.06                         
  4 Education 1.69 0.60 .03 .46 -.08                        
  5 Language ability 2.58 0.99 .21 .02 .19 -.07                       
  6 Number of countries 9.52 4.93 .31 .01 -.03 .02 .04                      
  7 Weeks abroad 5.84 57.87 .24 .10 .09 .03 .19 .32                     
  8 Extraversion 3.17 0.78 .12 -.01 .04 .07 .01 .19 .16                    
  9 Agreeableness 4.06 0.64 .04 -.02 .32 -.03 .06 .02 .10 .07                   
10 Conscientiousness 3.27 0.80 -.10 .04 .21 .08 .07 .00 -.03 -.12 .11                  
11 Neuroticism 2.80 0.77 -.06 .01 .27 -.07 .12 -.06 -.07 -.06 .05 .07                 
12 Openness 3.72 0.65 .03 .06 .09 .09 .03 .01 .12 .11 .26 .03 -.07                
13 Culture general knowledge 4.10 1.00 .29 .04 .08 .06 .30 .19 .17 .23 .18 -.02 -.10 .09               
14 Context specific knowledge .3.65 1.08 .31 .14 -.10 .11 .20 .15 .16 .17 .04 .03 -.17 .01 .65              
15 Planning 3.44 1.13 .18 .05 -.01 .10 .02 .10 .04 .04 .05 .01 -.14 -.04 .36 .33             
16 Awareness 4.33 1.12 .25 .06 .10 .03 .20 .08 .15 .04 .25 .02 -.04 .07 .54 .51 .32            
17 Checking 4.56 1.20 .32 .12 .10 .05 .15 .09 .11 .09 .21 .03 -.08 .01 .43 .49 .37 .54           
18 Intrinsic interest 4.68 1.04 .41 .01 .23 -.08 .15 .13 .22 .14 .23 -.01 -.08 .03 .47 .38 .27 .40 .48          
19 Extrinsic interest 4.50 1.28 .42 -.02 .07 -.06 .09 .14 .11 .14 .07 -.05 -.03 -.07 .35 .32 .28 .42 .41 .42         
20 Self-efficacy to adjust 4.82 1.21 .42 .05 .08 -.02 .15 .19 .20 .18 .17 -.04 -.12 .09 .41 .49 .12 .36 .46 .51 .36        
21 Verbal behavior 3.49 1.27 .15 .17 .02 .04 .10 .10 .09 .04 .10 .05 -.03 -.06 .33 .34 .55 .40 .39 .35 .33 .16       
22 Non-verbal behavior 4.07 1.22 .21 .11 .11 .00 .10 .10 .13 .10 .19 .06 -.10 .07 .42 .44 .44 .59 .48 .39 .43 .30 .60      
23 Speech acts 4.11 1.24 .23 .12 .07 .06 .13 .07 .08 .07 .16 .09 -.10 .02 .45 .52 .43 .53 .66 .39 .37 .36 .56 .70     
24 Cognitive CQ 4.10 1.00 .29 .04 .08 .06 .30 .19 .17 .23 .18 -.02 -.10 .09 1.00 .65 .36 .54 .43 .47 .35 .41 .33 .42 .45    
25 Metacognitive CQ 4.32 1.06 .32 .12 .10 .09 .17 .09 .15 .05 .23 .04 -.09 .03 .51 .54 .40 .83 .84 .46 .46 .41 .47 .61 .67 .51   
26 Motivational CQ 5.11 1.08 .43 .01 .15 -.10 .17 .18 .28 .23 .25 -.08 -.13 .10 .44 .45 .11 .37 .46 .67 .35 .90 .16 .31 .36 .44 .41  
27 Behavioural CQ 3.48 1.26 .14 .21 .03 .09 .10 .10 .11 .08 .10 .08 -.04 .00 .35 .38 .52 .42 .39 .34 .32 .19 .90 .69 .55 .35 .48 .17 
Note: N = 360. Gender dummy variable: female = 1 and male = 0. All correlations above .10 and below -.10 are significant at p > .05. 
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Table A2 Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the US sample 

  Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

  1 Expatriation intention 3.31 1.53                           
  2 Age 20.72 1.25 .07                          
  3 Gender (f = 1, m = 0) 0.66 0.48 .05 -.02                         
  4 Education 3.25 0.90 .08 .65 -.03                        
  5 Language ability 0.69 0.68 .20 -.07 .03 -.11                       
  6 Number of countries 3.13 3.37 .31 .07 .09 .09 .28                      
  7 Weeks abroad 16.19 73.60 .16 .05 .03 -.01 .11 .26                     
  8 Extraversion 3.65 0.78 .09 .12 .08 .15 .02 .05 .09                    
  9 Agreeableness 3.92 0.75 -.06 .11 .12 .08 -.08 -.05 .01 .38                   
10 Conscientiousness 3.69 0.79 -.04 .11 .27 .10 .06 .05 .07 .24 .30                  
11 Neuroticism 2.79 0.72 .01 -.09 .31 -.10 .07 .02 -.13 -.12 -.10 .09                 
12 Openness 3.60 0.67 .08 -.01 -.05 .01 -.09 -.08 .04 .27 .25 .10 -.12                
13 Culture general knowledge 3.72 1.04 .30 -.09 -.11 -.07 .24 .23 .11 .10 .07 -.05 .02 .02               
14 Context specific knowledge 3.72 1.13 .47 -.02 -.08 .04 .22 .18 .07 .11 .14 .03 -.02 .04 .62              
15 Planning 3.68 1.16 .39 .00 -.04 -.01 .22 .20 .12 .10 .21 .12 -.04 .03 .56 .63             
16 Awareness 4.47 1.11 .33 .02 .10 -.01 .24 .24 .12 .09 .25 .15 .06 .13 .55 .55 .54            
17 Checking 4.26 1.35 .37 .03 .06 .03 .24 .23 .15 .22 .27 .09 -.08 .14 .53 .60 .54 .59           
18 Intrinsic interest 4.54 1.16 .32 -.07 .03 -.01 .24 .13 .16 .12 .18 -.02 -.12 .15 .51 .40 .48 .52 .51          
19 Extrinsic interest 4.54 1.21 .29 -.06 -.06 -.07 .22 .22 .09 .08 .22 .08 -.08 .08 .47 .47 .45 .52 .55 .43         
20 Self-efficacy to adjust 4.51 1.29 .41 .05 -.04 .12 .15 .29 .14 .11 .18 .09 -.12 .28 .44 .57 .42 .56 .66 .52 .52        
21 Verbal behavior 3.86 1.17 .35 -.03 .05 .01 .19 .25 .19 .13 .10 .13 .06 .11 .38 .45 .61 .47 .42 .36 .39 .33       
22 Non-verbal behavior 3.67 1.32 .45 -.03 .09 .01 .27 .34 .14 .03 .05 .07 .14 .03 .40 .58 .62 .56 .48 .30 .36 .39 .64      
23 Speech acts 3.85 1.30 .45 -.01 .04 .04 .21 .21 .08 .12 .24 .09 .02 .14 .44 .70 .65 .55 .64 .38 .41 .52 .53 .71     
24 Cognitive CQ 3.72 1.04 .30 -.09 -.11 -.07 .24 .23 .11 .10 .07 -.05 .02 .02 1.00 .62 .56 .55 .53 .51 .47 .44 .38 .40 .44    
25 Metacognitive CQ 4.27 1.13 .41 .05 .09 .04 .27 .28 .17 .18 .27 .14 .00 .11 .60 .64 .61 .85 .87 .53 .53 .62 .52 .61 .68 .60   
26 Motivational CQ 4.80 1.16 .35 .03 -.04 .09 .10 .26 .13 .12 .24 .09 -.12 .24 .44 .52 .42 .55 .65 .65 .50 .91 .32 .34 .49 .44 .61  
27 Behavioural CQ 3.75 1.26 .41 -.06 .06 .02 .24 .27 .16 .09 .06 .11 .07 .08 .35 .49 .59 .49 .43 .31 .38 .35 .90 .75 .58 .35 .55 .31 
Note: N = 203. Gender dummy variable: female = 1 and male = 0. All correlations above .13 and below -.13 are significant at p > .05. 
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Table A3 Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the Chinese sample 

  Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

  1 Expatriation intention 3.34 1.35                           
  2 Age 25.02 4.37 -.12                          
  3 Gender (f = 1, m = 0) 0.73 0.45 -.13 -.34                         
  4 Education 4.92 1.19 -.02 .54 -.15                        
  5 Language ability 1.41 0.54 .13 -.24 .24 -.14                       
  6 Number of countries 0.52 1.34 .06 .43 -.16 .17 -.05                      
  7 Weeks abroad 2.67 11.23 .04 .24 -.15 .11 .00 .46                     
  8 Extraversion 2.96 0.78 .14 -.05 .05 -.01 .02 .13 .04                    
  9 Agreeableness 3.72 0.66 -.07 .04 .02 .13 .10 .09 .07 .26                   
10 Conscientiousness 3.76 0.77 -.04 .08 -.05 -.01 .09 .10 -.04 .02 .36                  
11 Neuroticism 2.95 0.74 -.11 -.04 .03 -.09 -.02 -.12 -.14 -.13 -.07 -.16                 
12 Openness 3.43 0.74 .01 -.09 .01 -.08 .12 .09 .00 .09 .30 .36 -.18                
13 Culture general knowledge 3.74 1.23 .43 .03 -.03 .04 .24 .24 .14 .16 -.09 -.01 -.16 .00               
14 Context specific knowledge 4.15 1.19 .42 .12 -.08 .11 .11 .23 .14 .14 .03 .15 -.18 .11 .73              
15 Planning 4.43 1.21 .26 -.05 -.08 .04 .17 .05 -.02 .01 .03 .10 .00 -.14 .41 .37             
16 Awareness 4.72 1.15 .31 .09 -.08 .10 .16 .16 .03 .01 .12 .23 -.14 .13 .55 .59 .50            
17 Checking 5.08 1.11 .35 .04 -.04 .07 .15 .16 .08 .02 .21 .28 -.11 .07 .39 .47 .48 .67           
18 Intrinsic interest 5.09 1.23 .36 .07 .05 .09 .16 .15 .10 .15 .22 .21 -.22 .15 .44 .48 .43 .49 .58          
19 Extrinsic interest 4.46 1.20 .38 .04 -.14 .02 .14 .13 .06 .09 .06 .17 -.14 .11 .42 .44 .43 .47 .48 .49         
20 Self-efficacy to adjust 4.63 1.27 .34 .17 -.12 .14 .11 .28 .20 .17 .19 .21 -.26 .18 .54 .68 .30 .55 .59 .61 .41        
21 Verbal behavior 4.84 1.23 .20 .09 .03 .11 .16 .11 .03 -.01 .17 .32 -.22 -.03 .42 .43 .57 .56 .61 .55 .50 .46       
22 Non-verbal behavior 4.83 1.20 .24 .10 .00 .15 .20 .18 .11 .04 .15 .34 -.20 .08 .54 .57 .52 .70 .72 .52 .51 .55 .71      
23 Speech acts 5.14 1.13 .21 .09 .01 .15 .19 .12 .10 .00 .27 .35 -.20 .14 .26 .41 .41 .64 .78 .52 .45 .50 .59 .71     
24 Cognitive CQ 3.74 1.23 .43 .03 -.03 .04 .24 .24 .14 .16 -.09 -.01 -.16 .00 1.00 .73 .41 .55 .39 .44 .42 .54 .42 .54 .26    
25 Metacognitive CQ 4.71 1.10 .40 .05 -.07 .08 .18 .17 .05 .03 .11 .23 -.10 .10 .56 .62 .53 .87 .88 .56 .50 .63 .60 .75 .72 .56   
26 Motivational CQ 4.82 1.20 .37 .14 -.06 .11 .12 .26 .16 .15 .22 .24 -.28 .18 .51 .64 .35 .59 .65 .77 .45 .92 .52 .58 .55 .51 .66  
27 Behavioural CQ 4.87 1.26 .21 .10 .02 .12 .17 .12 .05 -.02 .13 .33 -.23 .01 .46 .50 .52 .61 .62 .55 .47 .50 .93 .77 .60 .46 .64 .55 
Note: N = 260. Gender dummy variable: female = 1 and male = 0. All correlations above .12 and below -.12 are significant at p > .05. 
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